SANDIVAC
NOW
Available in
Hi Speed 350 RPM
Low Speed 192 RPM
versions …
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VACUUM SANDING SAVES TIME

QUALITY SANDING WITH VACUUM FEATURE
SAVES TIME AND MONEY
The Polivac Rotary Suction Sander has an
international reputation as the most efficient and
reliable floor sander in its price range.

Floating skirt assembly entraps dust and
eliminates the need for secondary dusting. Powder
coated base for durability with exclusive built in
carry handle. Large diameter wheels allow easy
transportation and handling.

The Sandivac is powered by a heavy duty 4 pole
electric motor to offer the performance and strength
required to satisfy the rigorous demands of floor
sanding applications.
A patented off-set motor position ensures that
starting torque is counter balanced and therefore
provides the operator with an easy-to-use, well
balanced machine that can be used for prolonged
periods without operator fatigue.
Upon turning off the vacuum motor, the Sandivac
can be used for scrubbing and stripping applications,
making this machine both practical and versatile.
As with all Polivac machines, the Sandivac is
supplied with all necessary accessories to start work.
Standard with this unit is the Instalok Pad Holder,
pad, sanding disc and Kwik Grip.

A totally enclosed gearbox houses the bronze
helical gears which transmit drive positively and
quietly. This eliminates contamination from dust
and chemicals and keeps going while belt and
pulley systems have given up.

Long-life and ease of service is built into every
Polivac machine and combined with it’s outstanding
features, the Sandivac is a cost-effective unit for
today’s floor maintenance requirements.

Positively Locking Clutch System holds drive
board in place and allows easy fitting and removal.
Drive board offers quick change over of sanding
discs as required for various applications.

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL:

SV25

MOTOR: SV25

1445 RPM, 1.1Kw, 50Hz,
240 volt, 4 pole, 7.3 Amps
2800 RPM, 1.5Kw,
240 volt, 2 pole, 9.8 Amps

SV30*
DRIVE:

SV30*

GEARBOX - POLIDRIVE single
reduction helical gears running
with deep grooved ball-races
sealed and oil filled. Featuring
the exclusive POLIDRIVE
2 YEAR WARRANTY

DRIVE PAD SPEED: 192 rpm

The large flow through passage of the vacuum
system will allow all types of sanding debris to
pass through into the large capacity collector bag.
Fan blades are easily removed for periodic
maintenance or replacement.

350 rpm*

DRIVE PAD SIZE:

40cm

HANDLE:

Adjustable

VACUUM:

300watt by-pass motor,
replaceable fan blades and large
capacity dust collection cloth bag

LEAD TYPE:

15mt heavy duty orange flexible
with built-in neon safety
indicator.

WEIGHT:

39kg

Fully adjustable heavy duty handle fitted with
safety triggers. Contoured grips reduce operator
fatigue and provide ease of handling.
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